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An in-depth look at a revolutionary method of empower individuals with autism, and provide
the understanding and tools had a need to achieve their whole potential. This book explores
the history of advancement of the Davis technique, explores its connections to emerging
scientific research, and will take the reader on a guided trip through the three phases of this
program: Individuation, Identity Development, and Sociable Integration. The Davis Autism
Strategy is uniquely geared to the autistic perspective, and enables each person to create
sense of their world and the motivations and behaviors of others around them.
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Great insight in autism As an autistic child and being gifted with a very mechanic thought
process Ron Davis understood which managed to get so hard for him to emerge from autism
himself. Strongly suggested. What I love best about it could it be isn't "retraining behavior" but
it is founded on helping the individual to evolve his feelings of self and offering him equipment
/mental tools through the use of clay and learning him/her to comprehend the different
concepts in live, we non-auti persons tak for granted. It's finished with love and clearness. The
book might be confusing to read for those who don't know the ideas from "the present of
learning" but it will be clear once you know these. Five Stars This books has explained Autism so
well if you ask me. The book on autism everyone offers been waiting for! Among the authors is
normally autistic, so he knew the complete story. It clarifies the Davis Autism Approach in a
beautifully basic way, covering the different facets - individuation; and the process of social
integration. methods to identity advancement; He analysed this and developed a lovely
method of helping an autistic person. Five Stars Excellant Five Stars great product Understand
how the autistic child thinks and what must ... Rita Huckabee an easy helpful read As with the
books on dyslexia it is a super easy read and offers been very helpful. This is essential read for
anyone who is supporting a person with autism. Learn how the autistic kid thinks and what
needs to done so he or she can participate in existence fully. Another great book form Ron
Davis Five Stars An excellent sensitive life changing publication /programme One Star Not
really helpful join ordinary people A very promising way for autists to be able to bring there
gifts into society, also to create more understanding amongst non-autistic people
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